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                     Abstract
Housing satisfies a number of basic physiological and social needs for the households. These include a life-sustaining or even comfortable climate, privacy, an existential base, the possibility for manifesting one’s own taste and style, as well as individual design for special needs. Other examples are the division of the social space into arenas for various activities and the control over this space by different persons, households and organizations. The residence is seen as a basic social right serving fundamental needs, at the same time as a large part of the actual use of that residence satisfies desires of a much more exclusive type. For somewhat longer than a century now it has become much easier to use housing in a way that gives high comfort. A number of functions that once called for large work input have by now been mechanized, the most obvious being heating and water supply. This rationalization of housing use and the fact that in the long run energy costs are shrinking, makes it easier to use large surfaces and then in ways that can generate significant energy use. Another factor that has contributed strongly to increased energy use is that both the households and employees have raised their expectations on indoor climate and comfort drastically in just one generation. In Sweden, the housing related energy consumption accounts for between 35% and 40% of the total. Around 80% of the energy used in residences depends on unit size. Thus rather large efficiency gains can be made with improved heating technology and insulation. A collected strategy for reducing energy use in housing should also include a halt to the long-term increase of temperature controlled surfaces and probably a space reduction per capita as well.
Keywords
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                     Notes
	1.Shove, E. Comfort, cleanliness and convenience, 2003, p. 3.


	2.See Chap. 28 and Hedberg, L. et al. Rum för framtiden (Space for the future), 2003.


	3.Danes and Norwegians have the use of more than 50m2 per capita, a doubling over 30–35 years or an increase of about 2% annually. In Japan, a country with the same living standard, the residential surfaces are 30% lower per capita. Naess, P. “Urban planning and sustainable development”, 2001.


	4.Statistics Sweden, Markanvändningen i Sverige, 1998, pp. 37f.


	5.National board of health and welfare, Bostäder och hushåll, 1952.


	6.Statistics Sweden 1998.


	7.Hedberg et al. 2003, pp. 59f.


	8.In Stockholm’s inner city and the housing in the immediately surrounding area, the population density shrank by 7.5% between 1960 and 1990. However, the city’s suburban areas increased between 1995 and 2000 by 4%. (Sources: Statistics Sweden, Tätorter 1990, 1991; Statistics Sweden, Tätorter 1995, 1996; Statistics Sweden, Energistatistik för småhus, flerbostadshus och lokaler, sammanställning avseende år 1999 och 2000, 2001 and earlier issues of “Tätorter”).


	9.Statistics Sweden and National board of housing, planning and the built environment, Boende 1975–1991, (1993).


	10.Statistics Sweden, Statistical Yearbook of Sweden 2001, Table 77.


	11.This and the next section are based on Hedberg et al. (2003).


	12.There were app. 13 million m2 more premises surfaces in 2000 than in 1999 or 2001. The difference is mainly in office space. It seems likely that the estimate for 2000 is too large. (Sources: Statistics Sweden 2001; Statistics Sweden, Energistatistik för småhus, flerbostadshus och lokaler, sammanställning avseende år 2000 och 2001, 2002), Energy Statistics for single- and multi-family housing and offices.


	13.Surface calculations are an extrapolation to 2000 of the Property Taxation List 1997.


	14.Office of Regional Planning and Urban Transportation, Bostad? Underlag för regionplan 2000, 2000.


	15.Bucht, P. Lokalefterfrågan i Stockholms län (Premises Demand in Stockholm County), 2001.


	16.Turner, B. “Bostadspolitiskt systemskifte” (Change in the system of housing policies), 2001, p. 143.


	17.Office of Regional Planning and Urban Transportation 2000, p. 12.


	18.Turner, B. “Bostadspolitik och samhällsekonomi” (Housing politics and social economy), 2001, p. 189.


	19.Office of Regional Planning and Urban Transportation, Nio gånger i livet: förstudie om flyttning inom Stockholms län, 1997.


	20.Ellegård, K. “Lockropen ljuder” (The calls sound), 2002.


	21.Daun, Å. Egennyttan och det sociala medlemskapet (Self-interest and social participation), 1982.


	22.Almqvist, A. Drömmen om det egna huset (The dream of a home of one’s own), 2004.


	23.Ibid. (as a source).


	24.Elizabeth Shove (2003, pp. 26ff) has studied how the interest of professional physiologists and housing researchers have influenced and contributed to the constantly increasing demands for control of indoor climate ever since it became more possible to measure and control these during the 1920s. Various product and systems for controlling indoor climate have been developed and marketed hand-in-hand with this research activity, at the same time as the households have accepted these products and adapted their habitual behaviors to them.


	25.Shove 2003, pp. 38, 46, 51.


	26.See Bergman, B. et al. Hot eller bot? (Threat or cure?), 2002. pp. 86ff.


	27.Almqvist 2004, p. 174.


	28.Shove 2003.


	29.Swedish Energy Agency Ett uthålligt energisystem (A sustainable energy system), 1998. The SAME investigation was a joint effort involving the Swedish Energy Agency, National Environmental Protection Agency, Swedish District Heating Association and Swedenergy in a study of existing and possible changes in energy consumption from 1995 to 2050.


	30.A noteworthy, though currently hardly possible proposal for taxing surplus space was presented by the future leader of the Conservative Party in the Stockholm City Council on June 30, 1919. What Gösta Bagge’s proposal actually called for was a tax on residences with few persons in each room.
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